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Put your business above others

Operation Instructions for EUROBUNGY‐TRAMPOLINES

1.
2.
3.
4.

Read the OP Manual.
Do not operate the EUROBUNGY without someone having checked out the daily inspection list
Get a training before operating a EUROBUNGY by yourself.
Make sure your pants are not hanging down low and are exposing your underwear. If you need a belt, go
get one.

Jumping Procedure:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.

Check weight of jumper either with a scale , a good guess or ask the jumper politely
Have the harness hanging low above the tramp.
Stations with small harnesses should have elastics as following on each side
a. #2 10lbs, #20lbs,#1 40lbs
Stations with large harnesses should have elastics as following on each side
a. #1 10lbs, #2 20lbs,#4 40lbs
Stand in front of the trampoline. Do never step up on to the trampoline !
Put the right number of elastics on the harness.
a. Take rather more thin than few big elastics
b. Never use less than two elastics at each side
c. Use elastics for 10lbs less than jumper weight. Meaning if jumper weighs 60lbs, put one elastics
for 50lbs
Choose the right size of harness for the jumper’s weight. Small harnesses are from 20lbs to 100lbs and
large harnesses fit from 75lbs to 200lbs. If you have heavier person than 160 0lbs advise them it might
hurt.
Check the jumper’s waist line and adjust the back buckle so the swivels will be positioned at the jumper’s
sides and neither front nor back
Ask the jumper to step up, with a smile in your face and look the jumper into the eyes.
Put the waist belt around the jumper’s hip. The belt should lay above the hips .
Check the swivel position. If they are no equally at the sides, adjust the back buckle .
Close the two thigh belts. Tension all belts so the harness can not slide up.
Verify the winch rope is spooled up correctly
Tell Jumper not to jump yet
Push the Countdown Timer
Push the Up‐button
Tell Jumper to start to jump once he/she hangs in the harness with elastics stretched.
Pull the jumper up according his ability to bounce
Tell the Jumper:
a. “Pull the elastics while going up”
b. “Bend the knees when coming down landing on the trampoline”
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Before the jumper looses contact with the tramp, stop pulling up and let him adjust jumping
If the jumper lands deep into the tramp, pull him/her up higher
If you raised the jumper to high up, lower down the winch a bit .
Once the jumper jumps fine according his ability, lay down the controller
You can tell that the jumper jumps fine when the elastics stretch smooth and slow. If the jumper swings
you have put too many elastics on. Lower him down and take some off. Not without telling the jumper”
do not bounce anymore, I let you down”. Sometimes you can just open the carabiners and unhook the
elastics under tension.

If you have a 2nd EUROBUNGY‐TRAMPOLINE turn around and harness the next jumper up
While doing so monitor the 1st jumper frequently and adjust the winch if necessary or pull on the jumpers feet or
harness to give a short booster to get bouncing again. Do not stand onto the trampolines and do not grap the
elastics to do so. Try to give the jumper a vertical shot up.

Once the 2md jumper is up, turn around and lower down jumper #1.. Before doing so must tell the jumper, “Please
stop bouncing, time is up I let you down”
While doing so monitor the 2nd jumper and give help if necessary.
You can give a jumper a big or small booster up if he wants to. Always ask before and conduct it only as an
incentive before the time is up. Pull vertically down, never in an angle. Make sure the jumper is comfortable with
it.
If you operate two trampolines at the same time, sell the tickets before you harness up a jumper. Even selling
tickets, you must monitor the jumpers at all time. If they lose the bounce or come down to deep into the
trampolines, help them out immediately .
Monitor the winch at all time.. Make sure it pulls up when pushing the up button and down when pushing the
down button.

Have a positive attitude, give the kids a good feeling and a great jumping experience.. This will make you feel
better and have the kid come back another time. Many Operators receive good tips because they show they joy
working with kids at the EUROBUNGY.
If you do not feel that joy, quit the job, there are others getting the joy out of it.
And if you do have the joy, show it off.

